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CSP-Prover – a Proof Tool for the Verification

of Scalable Concurrent Systems

Yoshinao Isobe Markus Roggenbach

1 Introduction

The process algebra Csp [1] [4] [15] [16] is a formal

method devoted to the modelling as well as to the

analysis and verification of concurrent systems. It

is a speciality of Csp that it captures both, the con-

current system as well as its desired properties, as

specifications: Let Sys be the formal Csp model of

a concurrent system, let P be a property formulated

in Csp – such a property could, for instance, be

deadlock-freedom. In such a setting, the statement

P � Sys, read ‘Sys is a refinement of P ’, expresses

that the property P holds for the concurrent system

Sys. In the proof of such a statement the process

algebraic laws of Csp play a vital role: Thanks to

completeness results, see e.g. [8] [15], most refine-

ment statements can be proven by solely applying

process algebraic laws.

Isabelle [13] is an interactive theorem prover

that allows one to prove new theorems by semi-

automatically applying rules which are pre-proven

theorems. Then, successfully proved theorems can

be stored and used later as new rules. Therefore,

the proof-ability of Isabelle can be extended by

adding new definitions and proving new theorems.

Our tool Csp-Prover [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] provides a

deep encoding of Csp in Isabelle. Csp-Prover con-

tains fundamental theorems such as fixed point
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theorems, the definitions of Csp syntax and se-

mantics, many Csp-laws, and also semi-automatic

proof tactics for the verification of refinement rela-

tions. Fig. 1 shows the interactive proof procedure

for a refinement relation: first, (1), the refinement

statement is entered into Csp-Prover as a so-called

(proof)goal ; then, (2), the user enters a proof com-

mand ; command controls the way, (3), in which

Isabelle tries to prove the goal by applying Csp

theory as automatically as possible; finally, (4), the

results of this proof process are displayed as sub-

goals. Should there be open subgoals left, then the

proof is not completed yet, and Isabelle awaits fur-

ther commands. A proof is successfully finished

when there is no open subgoal left. One advan-

tage of this approach is that it can quite elegantly

deal with infinite structures, for instance, by using

induction. This enables Csp-Prover to verify also

infinite state systems [7]. Thanks to the deep en-

coding, Csp-Prover also can be used to establish

new theorems on Csp [8].

In this paper we introduce Csp-Prover by demon-

strating how to model and analyze the famous Uni-

form Candy Distribution Puzzle†1. The puzzle ex-

Process Q

Isabelle/HOL

(generic theorem prover)

CSP-Prover

(encoded CSP theory)

(1) goal

(2) proof command

(4) subgoals

(3) semi-automatic proof

Process P

?

Fig. 1 Interactive proof of refinement relation

†1 It appears to be impossible to name the inventor
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hibits many properties typical of scalable concur-

rent systems: (scalability) the puzzle’s size is given

as a parameter, i.e. actually a class of systems shall

be analyzed; (parameterization) the interchange of

candies between the children depends on the initial

distribution of candies, i.e. again a class of systems

shall be analyzed; (local activity) the children act

independently of each other, i.e. there is no global

clock; (global result) the children’s interaction fi-

nally leads to a stable situation.

It is possible to analyze the puzzle for single in-

stances of fixed size and with a fixed initial dis-

tribution of candies by the well-established model

checker FDR [11] for Csp. FDR checks fully au-

tomatically, if a Csp refinement holds. Also the

tool HORAE [3], which is based on constraint sat-

isfaction techniques, can deal with such single in-

stances. Furthermore, it should be possible to fully

automatically analyze such single instances using

other model checkers like SPIN [5] or SMV [12].

These tools check if a system satisfies a property

like deadlock-freedom, where systems are described

as finite state machines and properties are formu-

lated in temporal logic. Fig. 2 summarizes these

differences between Csp-Prover and model check-

ers. Note that thanks to the Csp modelling ap-

proach of expressing properties and systems in the

same language, stepwise refinement is available in

a natural way in tools for Csp, e.g. FDR and Csp-

Prover.

Proofs in Csp-Prover are semi-automatic only,

however, Csp-Prover comes with the benefit that

scalable concurrent systems can be analyzed for any

initial values and any number of processes. In [17]

a similar proof tool for Csp is presented based on

the theorem prover PVS [14].

The paper is organised as follows: First, we in-

troduce the Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle,

model it as a concurrent process in Csp, and en-

code it within the input language of Csp-Prover.

Then, we discuss why the analysis of this Puzzle

presents a challenge and explain how Csp-Prover

can assist in the proofs involved.

2 Modelling and Encoding

We explain how to model concurrent systems in

CSP and how to encode them in Csp-Prover by

of the puzzle, one reference, however, is [2].
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safety

concurrent system
(finite state machine)
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concurrent system
(CSP-process)
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Q(x) Q(x)

Pn...
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Fig. 2 Comparison of verification style

means of the Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle.

2. 1 Introduction to the puzzle

The “Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle” is a

classical example of a self-organizing distributed

system:

Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle:

k children are sitting in a circle (see Fig. 3).

Each child starts out with an even number of

candies. The following step is repeated indef-

initely: every child passes half of her/his can-

dies to the child on her/his left; any child who

ends up with an odd number of candies is given

another candy by the teacher.

Prove: Eventually all children will have the

same amount of candy.

The behaviour of each child is expressed by the

transition graph shown in Fig. 4. It consists of three

parameterized states, Child(n), ChildL(n, x), and

ChildR(n). Here, Child(n) is the initial state, n is

the number of candies a child holds, and the func-
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children

teacher

candies

Fig. 3 Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle

left!(n/2),

n := fill(n/2+x)

Child(n)

right?x,

n := nChildL(n,x)

right?x,

n := fill(n+x)

left!(n/2),

n := n/2 ChildR(n)

Fig. 4 Transition graph of each child

tion fill is defined as

fill(n) = if (even(n)) thenn else (n + 1).

The event left !(n/2) means to send the value (n/2)

to the left, the event right?x means to receive a

number from the right and to bind the variable x

to the received number. Therefore, each child sends

half of her/his candies to the left child and receives

x candies from the right child. Sending and Receiv-

ing can happen in either order. If the new number

(n/2+ x) of candies is odd, the function fill adds 1

to this number. This corresponds to the teacher’s

supply.

2. 2 Modelling the puzzle in CSP

The above discussed transition graph can be

modelled in Csp as follows:
Child(n) = (left !(n/2) → ChildR(n/2)) �

(right?x → ChildL(n, x))

ChildL(n, x) = left !(n/2)→ Child(fill(n/2 + x))

ChildR(n) = right?x → Child(fill(n + x))

Here, → and � are the prefix operator and the ex-

ternal choice operator of Csp, respectively. Intu-

itively, a → P is a process which can perform the

event a and thereafter behaves like P . The process

P � Q behaves either like P or like Q depending on

the initial actions. Here, the choice, which branch

to take, is determined by events from the environ-

ment. In our example of CSP processes, the process

definition of Child, ChildL, and ChildR consists es-

sentially of infinitely many equations, since the pa-

rameter n is an arbitrary even number. In Csp,

elements such as left and right for passing data

are called channels, and elements such as Child

for defining recursive behaviour are called process

names.

In order to connect k Child processes into a cir-

cle (k > 1), we carry out two steps: (1) we de-

fine a concurrent process LineCh(〈n2,n3, . . . , nk〉),
which is the connection of (k − 1) children in one

line. Here, the right hand of the i th child is con-

nected to the left hand of the (i + 1) th child for

i = 2, . . . , k − 1. (2) we define a concurrent process

CircCh(〈n1, n2, . . . ,nk 〉), which is a circular connec-

tion of k children. Here, the right hand of the first

child is connected to the left hand of the second

child, and the left hand of the first child is con-

nected to the right hand of the last (k th) child. In

both steps we use the following notions: ni denotes

number of candies the i th child holds; 〈n1, . . . ,nk 〉
is the list of even numbers n1, . . . ,nk .

These processes are inductively defined in Csp as

follows:
LineCh(〈n〉) = Child(n)

LineCh(〈n〉 � s) = (Child(n)←→ LineCh(s))

CircCh(〈n〉 � s) = (Child(n)⇐⇒ LineCh(s))

Here, � is the concatenation operator of lists and

the operators ←→ and ⇐⇒ are defined from basic

operators as follows†2:
P←→Q = (P [[right↔mid ]] |[mid ]|Q [[left↔mid ]])\mid

P⇐⇒Q = (P |[ left , right ]|Q [[left ↔ right ]])\right
Here, [[a↔b]] is the renaming operator for exchang-

ing channel-names a and b (note: if b is new then

it works as renaming a to b), |[X ]| is the paral-

lel composition for performing processes in parallel

but synchronising events in the set X , and \X is

the hiding operator for hiding events in the set X

from other processes. Thus, P←→Q is a process

Fig. 5 Structure of CircCh(〈6, 2, 4, 8〉)

†2 For simplicity, we use in this paper typical Csp

convention. For example, more precisely the op-

erator |[mid]| represents |[{mid(n) | n ∈ Nat}]|.
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1 datatype Event = left "nat" | right "nat" | mid "nat"

2 datatype PN = Child "nat" | ChildL "nat*nat" | ChildR "nat"

3

4 consts PNdef :: "PN ⇒ (PN, Event) proc"

5 recdef PNdef "{}"
6 "PNdef (Child(n)) = (left ! (n div 2) -> $ChildR(n div 2)) [+]

7 (right ? x -> $ChildL(n,x))"

8 "PNdef (ChildL(n,x)) = left ! (n div 2) -> $Child(fill(n div 2 + x))"

9 "PNdef (ChildR(n)) = right ? x -> $Child(fill(n + x))"

10 defs (overloaded) Set PNfun def [simp]: "PNfun == PNdef"

11

12 consts

13 CircCh :: "nat list ⇒ (PN, Event) proc"

14 LineCh :: "nat list ⇒ (PN, Event) proc"

15

16 recdef LineCh "measure(λs. length(s))"

17 "LineCh([n]) = $Child(n)"

18 "LineCh(n#s) = $Child(n) <---> LineCh(s)"

19

20 recdef CircCh "{}"
21 "CircCh(n#s) = $Child(n) <===> LineCh(s)"

Fig. 6 The encoded process CircCh into CSP-Prover

obtained by renaming both of right in P and left

in Q to a new common name mid , composing them

via mid , and hiding mid . By hiding mid , we can

repeatedly use mid for connecting children without

conflicts. P⇐⇒Q is similar to P←→Q except that

both hands are connected and only the right hand is

hidden. This means that we can observe the num-

ber of candies the first child has via the channel

left . For example, Fig. 5 shows the structure of the

process CircCh(〈6, 2, 4, 8〉).

2. 3 Encoding the puzzle in CSP-Prover

It is easy to encode Csp-processes into Csp-

Prover. Fig. 6 shows the encoded process CircCh,

where some definitions such as <---> have been

omitted. The complete code is available at Csp-

Prover’s web-site [6].

In Fig. 6, lines 1 and 2 define the type Event of

events and the type PN of process names, respec-

tively. These types are used for defining processes

whose type is (PN,Event) proc. The parameter-

ized type proc is provided by Csp-Prover. Next,

lines 4–9 define the function PNdef which maps

process names of the type PN to processes of the

type (PN,Event) proc. There is a definition for

each process name. Csp-Prover syntax is nearly

the same as Csp syntax – except that conventional

symbols such as � are replaced by ASCII symbols

such as [+], and $ is attached to each process name

as a type conversion from a process name to a pro-

cess. Isabelle’s recdef mechanism for defining re-

cursive functions makes pattern-matching of argu-

ments available as shown in lines 6–9. When defin-

ing a recursive function by recdef, Isabelle requires

a measure to guarantee termination of the defined

function. For example, line 16 takes the length of

lists as the measure; since PNdef is non-recursive,

the empty set {} (see line 5) can serve as measure.

Note that line 10 declares the function PNdef as the

function PNfun which is a reserved word of Csp-

Prover and is automatically applied for unfolding

process names. Finally, The processes LineCh and

CircCh are defined as explained above in lines 16–

21.

3 Verification

We show how to verify concurrent systems in Csp

with the help of Csp-Prover by using the example

of the Uniform Candy Distribution Puzzle.

3. 1 A known solution

Solutions of the Uniform Candy Distribution

Puzzle have already been given, e.g. in the webpage

[2]. One solution is as follows: Let s be the list of
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1 CircCh(〈6, 2, 4, 8〉)
2 = Child(6)⇐⇒(Child(2)←→Child(4)←→Child(8))

3 → ChildL(6, 1)⇐⇒(ChildR(1)←→Child(4)←→Child(8)) by 2nd Child’s pass

4 → ChildL(6, 1)⇐⇒(ChildR(1)←→ChildL(4, 4)←→ChildR(4)) by 4th Child’s pass

5 → ChildL(6, 1)⇐⇒(Child(4)←→Child(6)←→ChildR(4)) by 3rd Child’s pass

6 → ChildL(6, 1)⇐⇒(ChildL(4, 3)←→ChildR(3)←→ChildR(4)) by 3rd Child’s pass

Fig. 7 An example of consecutive internal transitions from CircCh(〈6, 2, 4, 8〉)

even numbers of candies children hold. Then, after

every child passed half of her/his candies to her/his

left child and the teacher supplied candies if needed,

the new list is given by the function circNext(s),

which is defined using the function lineNext(s, x):

lineNext(〈〉, x) = 〈〉
lineNext(〈n〉, x) = 〈fill(n/2 + x)〉

lineNext(〈n, m〉 � s, x) = 〈fill(n/2 + m/2)〉
�lineNext(〈m〉 � s, x)

circNext(〈〉) = 〈〉
circNext(〈n〉 � s) = lineNext(〈n〉 � s, n/2)

In lineNext(s, x), the variable x represents the

number of candies to be passed to the last child.

Since the children are sitting in a circle, in the

function circNext(〈n〉 � s) this number x is half

of candies of the first child, namely n/2. Take for

example

circNext(〈4, 2, 10〉) = 〈fill(2 + 1), fill(1 + 5), fill(5 + 2)〉
= 〈4, 6, 8〉.

With these notations, the following properties hold:

applying the function circNext to a list s of even

numbers (1) the maximum in s does not increase,

(2) the minimum in s does not decrease, and (3) the

number of children who hold the minimum number

of candies strictly decreases. These properties en-

sure that repeated application of circNext leads to

a situation where the maximum and the minimum

in s are the same. More formally, for any list s of

even numbers, the following theorem holds:

∃n. max(circNext(n)(s)) = min(circNext(n)(s))

where f (0)(x) = x and f (n+1)(x) = f (f (n)(x)).

Consequently, eventually all the children will hold

the same amount of candy. Following this proof

strategy, we established this theorem in Isabelle.

3. 2 An asynchronous version

The proof of Section 3. 1 presumes that the chil-

dren can always pass on candies, e.g. there is no

deadlock possible. Further on, all children are glob-

ally synchronized, i.e. all of them pass half of can-

dies to the left in one step, probably the teacher

controls the passing.

In the process CircCh(s), however, each child can

pass half of her/his candies whenever her/his left

child can receive them. In this case, the time at

which a child passed her/his candies can be differ-

ent from the time at which another child does so.

Take for example the process CircCh(〈6, 2, 4, 8〉).
This process can perform the consecutive transi-

tions shown in Fig. 7. From the first state in line 1

to the last state in line 6, the third child passes half

of her/his candies twice, while the first child does

not pass her/his candies. In the process CircCh(s),

since only the pass by the first child is observable,

all transitions in Fig. 7 are not observed (i.e. they

are internal). Therefore, the solution given in Sec-

tion 3. 1 is not sufficient for the asynchronous pass-

ing in CircCh(s). To deal with CircCh(s), we need

a framework for analyzing such behaviour in con-

current processes.

3. 3 Proofs in CSP

Csp is a formal method for modelling and ana-

lyzing behaviour of concurrent processes. Csp pro-

vides a number of models to be selected according

to the verification purpose. For example, failures-

equivalence =F based on the stable-failures model

F , which is one of main Csp models, can distinguish

between deterministic choice and non-deterministic

choice. For example,

(a → b → P1) � (a → c → P2)


=F a → ((b → P1) � (c → P2))

where the environment can select b or c after a in

the right hand side, while it cannot select in the left

hand side. Note that they are equal in the traces

model.

In addition, failures-refinement �F is suitable for

detecting deadlock and analyzing safety properties.

It is also available for analyzing liveness properties

if processes are livelock-free. Intuitively, if Q refines

P , written P �F Q , then Q is obtained from P by
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pruning non-deterministic choices. For example,

(a → b → P1) � (a → c → P2) �F a → b → P1

a → ((b → P1) � (c → P2)) 
�F a → b → P1

In Csp, nondeterminism can be expressed by the

internal choice operator 	 more clearly. Intuitively,

P 	 Q behaves P or Q , but the choice cannot be

controlled from other process. Therefore, for exam-

ple,

(a → b → P1) � (a → c → P2)

=F a → ((b → P1) � (c → P2))

where note that the environment cannot select b

or c after a in the right hand side either because

the selection is internally decided. By the internal

choice, loose processes can be expressed. For ex-

ample, the following process A(n) requires that inc

or dec can be iteratively performed.

A(n) = (inc!n → A(n + 1)) � (dec!n → A(n − 1))

Therefore, for example, all the following three pro-

cesses refine A(n):

C1(n) = inc!n → C1(n + 1)

C2(n) = inc!n → dec!(n + 1)→ C2(n)

C3(n) = (inc!n → C3(n + 1)) � (dec!n → C3(n − 1))

Csp provides a set of rewriting rules (Csp-laws)

for proving refinement relation between processes.

Over the model F , the refinement relation can be

proven by syntactically rewriting process expres-

sions [8]. For example, the following equalities can

be proven by the step-laws and the commutative

law for the parallel operator.

(a → P1) |[ a ]| (b → a → P2)

=F b → ((a → P1) |[ a ]| (a → P2)) by (step)

=F b → a → (P1 |[ a ]| P2) by (step)

=F b → a → (P2 |[ a ]| P1) by (commute)

Especially, the step laws are important for sequen-

tializing concurrent processes.

The other important proof technique is fixed

point induction which is useful for analyzing

infinite-state processes. Intuitively, it is induction

on behaviour. For the infinite-processes A(n) and

C1(n) used above, fixed point induction allows us

to prove A(n) �F C1(n) for any n by assuming

that this refinement holds after one cycle. Thus,

the refinement relation can be proven as follows:

A(n) =F (inc!n → A(n + 1)) � (dec!n → A(n − 1))

�F (inc!n → A(n + 1)) by refinement

�F (inc!n → C1(n + 1)) by induction

=F C1(n)

3. 4 Proof of the puzzle in CSP

Now we return to the Uniform Candy Distribu-

tion Puzzle. As explained in Section 3. 1, the next

numbers of candies can be estimated by the func-

tion circNext(s). Thus, we expect the concurrent

process CircCh(s) to be the refinement of a sequen-

tial process CircSq for any list s of even numbers

such that length(s) ≥ 2, therefore

CircSq(s) �F CircCh(s)

where we define CircSq(s) as follows:

CircSq(s) = left !(hd(s)/2) → CircSq(circNext(s))

Here, hd(〈n〉 � s) = n. Provided the above stated

refinement relation holds, this means that the num-

ber of candies the first child holds eventually con-

verges to some even number†3. This implies that

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, for some even number ci ,

the number of candies the i th child holds eventu-

ally converges to ci because we can select any child

to be the first one. Here, for any i < k , ci = ci+1

can be proven because ci = fill(ci/2 + ci+1/2) and

ck = fill(ck/2 + c1/2). It means that eventually all

the children will hold the same amount of candy.

In fact, we proved the refinement relation

CircSq(s) �F CircCh(s) for any list s such that

the length of s is greater than 1. In the rest of this

subsection, we give the outline of our proof.

At first, in order to deal with internal behaviours

in CircCh(s) as shown in Fig. 7, the list s of the

number of candies is extended with attributes C,

L and R, which represents states Child, ChildL,

and ChildR, respectively. For example, the two

states of lines 3 and 5 in Fig. 7 are expressed

by the extended lists 〈L(6, 1), R(1), C(4), C(8)〉 and

〈L(6, 1), C(4), C(6), R(4)〉, respectively. For the rest

of this paper, let s range over lists of even numbers

and let t range over extended lists with attributes

to distinguish them.

Note that the state of the last line in Fig. 7 can-

not perform any internal transition. We call such a

state internally stable. In our puzzle, an internally

stable state can only be of one of the following two

forms:
〈L(·, ·), . . . , L(·, ·), R(·), . . . , R(·)〉,
〈L(·, ·), . . . , L(·, ·), C(·), R(·), . . . , R(·)〉

On each extended list t , we define three recursive

†3 Note that the numbers of candies in transit states

such as ChildL and ChildR are not considered.
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1 lemma test two children step:

2 "$Child(n)<--->$Child(m) =F

3 (left ! (n div 2) -> ($ChildR(n div 2)<--->$Child(m))[+]

4 right ? x -> ($Child(n)<--->$ChildL(m,x)))

5 [> ($ChildL(n,m div 2)<--->$ChildR(m div 2))"

6 by (auto | tactic{* cspF hsf unwind tac 1 *})+

Fig. 8 A proof script for proving an equality by CSP-Prover

functions:

• The function toStb(t) returns the internally

stable state of t .

• The function nextL(t) returns the internally

stable state after that the first child has sent

half of her/his candies to the left at the inter-

nally stable t .

• The function nextR(t , x) returns the internally

stable state after that the last child has re-

ceived x candies at the internally stable t .

We omit here the definitions, however, we illustrate

these function by examples (also see Fig. 7):

nextR(nextL(nextL(toStb(〈C(6), C(2), C(4), C(8)〉)), 5)
= nextR(nextL(nextL(〈L(6, 1), L(4, 3), R(3), R(4)〉), 5)
= nextR(nextL(〈L(4, 2), C(6), R(3), R(4)〉, 5)
= nextR(〈L(4, 3), R(3), R(3), R(4)〉, 5)
= 〈L(4, 3), C(8), R(4), R(5)〉

With the help of nextL(t) and nextR(t), we define

the sequential process LineSq(t) for any internally

stable state t as follows:
LineSq(t)

= (if guardL(t) then left !(fst(t)/2)→ LineSq(nextL(t))

else STOP) �

(if guardR(t) then right?x → LineSq(nextR(t , x))

else STOP)

where guardL(t) is true if and only if the attribute

of the first child is L or C, guardR(t) is true if and

only if the attribute of the last child is R or C, and

fst(t) is the number of candies the first child has.

As expected, the following refinement relation

can be proven using fixed point induction and Csp-

laws:

LineSq(toStb(〈C(n)�t〉)) �F (Child(n)←→LineSq(t))

for any internally stable t . By induction on the

length of t , this implies that

LineSq(toStb(C(s)) �F LineCh(s)

where C(〈n1, . . . ,nk 〉) = 〈C(n1), . . . , C(nk )〉 (k ≥ 1).

Furthermore, the following refinement relation

can be proven using fixed point induction and Csp-

laws for any s such that length(s) ≥ 1:

CircSq(〈n〉�s) �F (Child(n)⇐⇒LineSq(toStb(C(s))))

Finally, by transitivity of �F , we have the refine-

ment relation CircSq(s) �F CircCh(s) for any s

such that length(s) ≥ 2.

3. 5 Proof Support by CSP-Prover

By using Csp-Prover, we could prove that a cer-

tain set of Csp-laws is sound and complete for sta-

ble failures equivalence [8]. This result means that

Csp-Prover fully supports the proof of the refine-

ment and the equality by Csp-laws, where the cor-

rectness of the proof is guaranteed by Isabelle. Fur-

thermore, we have also implemented tactics in Csp-

Prover for applying suitable Csp-laws as automat-

ically as possible.

The refinement relation CircSq(s) �F CircCh(s)

can be proven by the proof strategy explained in

Section 3. 4. However, the proof is complex, and es-

pecially the rewriting by Csp-laws is often tedious

and thus error prone. Therefore, we applied Csp-

Prover for proving the refinement CircSq(s) �F
CircCh(s). In fact, Csp-Prover turned out to be

extremely helpful to establish this refinement.

Fig. 8 is a typical example of a proof scripts

for establishing an equality in Csp-Prover: Line 2

to line 5 state the equality to be proven. In our

example, we want to show that two children lin-

early connected send (n/2) to the left (line 3) or

receive a number from the right (line 4) or inter-

nally communicate with each other (line 5), where

[> is the timeout operator � of Csp. Line 6 is the

proof command that actually proves this equality.

Here, auto is the Isabelle’s automatic proof com-

mand, which is used for simplifying the data part,

and cspF hsf unwind tac is a Csp-Prover tactic,

which sequentializes concurrent processes by apply-

ing various Csp-laws. This theorem can be com-

pletely proven by the one line command (line 6).

It takes about 10 minutes to prove this equality on

a laptop computer (Pentium-M, 1.5GHz). If the

user tells in more detail, which Csp-laws shall be
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applied, the computation time can be shortened.

The overall refinement of Uniform Candy Distri-

bution Puzzle is more complex, but can be proven

in a similar way to Fig. 8†4. And, the lemmas about

lists, natural numbers, and so on can be proven by

Isabelle’s theories. Currently, it takes about one

hour to prove CircSq(s) �F CircCh(s) on a laptop

computer (Pentium-M, 1.5GHz).

4 Conclusion

In order to solve the Uniform Candy Distribution

Puzzle, both data and processes have to be ana-

lyzed at the same time. In other words, we cannot

analyze it by separating processes and data or by

replacing values with abstract symbols.

By solving the puzzle we have demonstrated that

Csp-Prover can deal with scalable concurrent sys-

tems, which can easily change the number of pro-

cesses and ranges of data depending on require-

ments, for example, this result is available for any

number of children and for any initial numbers of

candies children have. As the other example of

scalable concurrent systems, a systolic array is an-

alyzed in [10].

More details about Csp-Prover can be found

in the User Guild for Csp-Prover downloadable

from Csp-Prover’s website [6]. Csp-Prover is un-

der continuous development, where we concentrate

on techniques that allow for a higher degree in proof

automation.
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